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PETER STEINFELS, FORMER SENIOR RELIGION WRITER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES, 
ILLLUMINATES RELIGION AND CULTURAL ISSUES IN THE CLASSROOM 
DAYTON, Ohio - Peter Steinfels claims he1s neither a journalist nor a scholar, but 
many would say he1s excelled at both passions. 
A leading Catholic writer and educator, he1s teaching at the University of Dayton this 
semester as a visiting professor. He served as senior religion correspondent for The New York 
Times from 1988 to 1997 and writes "Beliefs," a biweekly Times column. 
"I never thought of myself as a newspaper journalist; I had no training. I didn't know a 
lot about ordinary reporting," said Steinfels, who joined the staff at Commonweal magazine in 
1964 and served as editor from 1984 to 1988. He completed his Ph.D. in history at Columbia 
University while working at Commonweal so "I never was a properly socialized academic." 
Steinfels, who directed a program linking the humanities with bioethics during the 
1970s at the Hasting's Center, also learned to teach on the job - as a visiting professor of 
American studies at Notre Dame in the mid-1990s and, more recently, at Georgetown 
University as a visiting professor of history. " I had to learn a lot about the pedagogical 
challenge and try to figure out what was behind those blank undergraduate faces." 
Drawn to pursuits that involve learning and writing for an audience, he said, "I always 
wanted to do what the cliche these days calls being a public intellectual. I've always been 
interested in the social role of the intellectual as a category in political or cultural change. 
There's a great debate about whether intellectuals are the source of brave dissent or insidious 
corruption." 
That's a topic he's addressing in his University of Dayton graduate seminar on 
Secularization and Its Discontents. The seminar, which explores the assumption that religion 
loses its power and influence as societies become modern - and the challenging view that the 
world is actually becoming more religious, relates to issues raised in his 2003 book, A People 
Adrift: The Crisis of the Roman Catholic Church in America. American Catholicism, he said, can be 
viewed as "a case study in trying to understand this worldwide question of secularization .... 
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It's one way of trying to understand the dynamic of religious change that may tell us 
something about the future," he said. 
While living in Dayton, Steinfels is managing, by phone and e-mail, to co-direct the 
recently launched Fordham Center on Religion and Culture at the Lincoln Center campus in 
midtown Manhattan, with his wife, Margaret O'Brien Steinfels. (The couple received the 
University of Dayton's 2003 Marianist Award, which honors Catholic scholars for their 
outstanding contributions to the intellectual life.) Their charge is to encourage discussions of 
religion in conjunction with major issues in the public sphere - from politics to the arts. One 
of their first programs, moderated by columnist E.J. Dionne, focused on 11Religion and the 
Future of Liberal Politics. 11 
The Fordham center addresses a concern "I'd been mumbling about for years," said 
Steinfels, who co-directed a three-year research project on American Catholics in the Public 
Square, funded by the Pew Charitable Trusts. "What is it with the fact that metropolitan New 
York is 40 percent Catholic, at least nominally, and there's very little sense of that in the public 
life - certainly not compared to, for example, one Jewish institution, the 92nd StreetY, in terms 
of the cultural and intellectual life of the city?" 
Such discussions can help to illuminate questions of Catholic identity. Steinfels believes 
American Catholics are still a people, "a group with a sense of itself, a collective memory, a 
solidarity and anticipated destiny," as he wrote in A People Adrift. 
"One of my grave fears that stimulated the whole project is that Catholics could cease 
to be this kind of a group .... The real danger is that American Catholics will become a people 
in that very attenuated sense that many of us note our ethnic identity .... I'm three-quarters 
Irish American but it doesn't shape the decisions I- make in my life, and that's my fear- what 
I call in the book 'the soft slide into nominal Catholicism." 
The University of Dayton, founded by the Society of Mary in 1850, ranks as one of the 
nation1s leading Catholic universities. 
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For media interviews, contact Peter Steinfels at (937) 229-4392. For assistance in 
scheduling an interview or for a photo, contact Teri Rizvi at (937) 229-3241 or 
rizvi@udayton.ed u. 
